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Ricky Nowak is a high energy and dynamic Facilitator, Presenter
and Executive Coach who works with leaders to increase their
effectiveness and enhance their results.

Ms. Ricky Nowak
CEO Director
Ricky Nowak and Associates

She is passionate about developing authentic business leaders
from the ‘C’ suite to all levels of business which has given her true
insight into authentic behaviour, actions and results. She transfers
this ability to her clients and helps them implement and sustain
long term improvements that flow directly to the bottom line. She
is a Certified Human Resource Professional, author of 4 business
books, Certified Executive Coach for the Australian Institute of
Company Directors and runs her own successful Leadership
Development business for over 18 years.
Her client list includes diverse industries from Engineering and
Construction, Legal and Finance to Technology and Agriculture.
She is a well known and respected professional speaker around
Australasia.
She is one of only about 80 Australians to hold the distinguished
globally Certified Speaking Professional Accreditation, and globally
certified coach to many CEO’s and leaders.

Synopsis:

Audacious Leadership
There has never been a more important time in business than now
for leaders in Project Management to create their own audacious
leadership style, focus and position. Yet stepping out from the
competition, creating enduring relationships, demonstrating
distinctive behaviours and making breakthrough decisions can be
out of reach or out of sight for many. Therefore knowing how to
lead with the positive audacity of conviction, courage or care will
be the defining feature that will help them lift the bar and not their
blood pressure when it comes dealing with difficult and
challenging situations and people.
This keynote will provide insightful and provocative processes for
Project Managers to:
 Rethink their definition and understanding of ‘Audacious’
and convert it from a negative into an imperative so they
can build business and client retention.
 Go from a well-meaning manager to a proactive visionary
and implementer.
 Regain a better balance and appreciation between people
and process so that they enjoy the work they do by staying
on track, on time and on purpose and budget.
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